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Intro The role of the Goalkeeper in the game of Football has changed a lot, as well 
as his needs regarding specificity on the training field. Nowadays, we see the 
Goalkeepers at any level doing more than just performing in order to prevent 
the ball from going inside the goal. Besides being the player of the team with a 
constant need to manage a lot of frustration, failure and adverse environment, 
they also need to be “Goal Players”, with a huge sense of maturity, responsibility 
and humility in order to turn them into fierce leaders inside the pitch and fair and 
kind Human Beings outside of it.

Lyn believes in this. We believe that despite your actual level, you can be better 
in every aspect, performing as long as possible and as best as possible and this, 
come with hard work, like everything in life.

To face the specific needs of a specific position in the Football Pitch, we 
introduce inside Lyn Akademi the Lyn Goalkeeper Akademi, using specialized and 
professional trainings, associated with a solid and pedagogic methodology that 
meets our way of thinking Football and our way of developing players for the 
future based on values and attitudes that we do not open hand from: Humility, 
Solidarity, Tenacity, Boldness and Fairness, as well as the promotion of an 
overachieving mentality necessary both in sports and as in life.
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What? Lyn Keeperakademiet is a space within the Lyn Akademi specially dedicated to the 
Goalkeeper and the sustained development of all the key aspects that are inherent 
to his role during the Game, as well as the gradual development of a good and 
solid human with a civic mentality, set within good values that will build up the 
character of our Goalkeepers not just as players and teammates, but also as kind 
and respecting Human Beings.
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Why? In Lyn, we want our players to be involved in Football as long as possible, with 
the best quality and supervision we can provide. The Goalkeepers are not 
an exception. They have special needs - technically, tactically, physically and 
psychosocially. During the game, they can be exposed to many different situations 
like mistakes from their own teammates that might end in difficult situations to 
cope with, constant input and interpretation of various amounts of information 
that will increase the levels of anxiety and stress of the Goalkeeper and, despite 
the fact that they are normal and very “game related”, a unprepared Goalkeeper 
will be more exposed to them. 

We want to help the player to not avoid them, but work with them because 
ultimately, that is the kind of mindset and dynamic that we all need in life 
nowadays, not just in a goal during a game of Football. We need to manage 
adversity and overcome ourselves in order to be the best we can actually be.

Therefore, the Goalkeepers from Lyn have at their disposal a set of specific 
equipment and the specialized feedback, sustained in a specific pedagogical 
approach to develop homogeneously all the necessary perks and traits to become 
a competent Goalkeeper, with the right mindset and a positive and think forward 
attitude.
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Who? Being a Goalkeeper is a special and unique role in the game of Football and, in 
Lyn, we don’t believe that the Goalkeeper is just a “Goal Destroyer” or a “Show 
Stopper”.

We believe that despite of the fact that in some occasions the Goalkeeper might 
actually be the last resort, he shall not feel pressure, fear or even the weight of 
responsibility. After all, before Goalkeepers, our players are Children. So, we want 
to offer everyone the opportunity - no matter their age - to learn how to handle 
these factors, at the same time that we develop the motor and cognitive skills, 
making everyone ready to perform in a solid way, regardless their level.

With this being said, we believe that everyone that wants to be a Goalkeeper and 
everyone that would like to try the position of a Goalkeeper could attend this 
specific training offer, in order to complement their development and give the 
necessary steps to become a better player.
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When? The training will be held Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, during the Lyn 
Akademi time - 14:30 to 16:00. The session will be built in two different ways: 
1h15m duration where the Goalkeeper will stay the whole session with the 
Goalkeeper Coaches in all the three phases of the training (Warm Up, Fundamental 
Part and Game) or 45 min of specific training with the Goalkeeper Coaches and 
the last 30 min of training within the respective age group, in game context, being 
followed by the Goalkeeper Coaches with specialized feedback.
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Day Plan / 
Structure of the 
training session

Warm up Phase

Mainly composed of general motor-coordinator exercises, associated to a strong 
cognitive input (eye-to-hand / feet-to-hand coordination, reading and interpretation of 
information associated with decision making, etc.), never putting aside our strong ally 
during all the trainings, the ball and the goal.

Fundamental Phase

Level I (Younger age groups) 

Ludic and fun exercises with a strong cognitive component, always associated to 
the game of Football and all its specificity, designed to teach the basic of the basic, 
in an amusing way throughout a series of “mini-stations” and allowing self guided 
discovery of what is the specific technical action of the Goalkeeper in set situation.

Level II (Older groups)

A level up in terms of specificity, especially regarding the inclusion of decision 
making and / or the associated motor demand. Shorter distances and less time of 
decision making, associated with the kind of actions that demand, step-by-step, 
more from the Goalkeeper and that allow to perform with confidence spectacular 
actions, within a rare line of beauty that will end up motivating the Goalkeeper to do 
it more and faster.
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Day Plan / 
Structure of the 
training session

Game Phase

(This Phase can be, either included within the Game Phase from the rest of the Akademi groups, 
allowing the Goalkeeper to explore himself outside the comfort zone while accompanied by the 
Goalkeeper Coaches or be a playing inside the Keeperakademiet Session in what we call “small 
sided games”)

This Phase is meant to bring the Game of Football, with all its complexity, to 
our training. The main priority it is to give the Game, piece by piece, to our 
Goalkeepers allowing them to have the biggest amount of repetition possible, 
experiencing the Game in small pieces in order to master it step by step. In a first 
approach, the main idea is to provide it in small moments so when they arrive to 
the “Big Picture” and with the help of the Goalkeeper Coaches, they will be able to 
identify and associate themselves within the specific moment presented.
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